
Project data: 
Location: Istanbul- West side 
ofBosphoms. 
Owners: Robert College of 
Istanbul, New York. 
Client: Hisar Foundation, 
Istanbul. 
Architects: Yildirim SagIikova, 
Istanbul. 
Consultants: Armstrong 
Cumming Architects, New 
York. 
Theatre Consultant: Charles 
Cosier, New York. 
Acoustician & Sound System: 
Klepper Marshall King Ltd, 
New York 
Built Area: 6,000 sq m. 
Cost: US$3,800,000 
Completion: 1990 

Text by Atilla Yucel. 
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TURKEY· ROBERT COLLEGE 

ISTANBUL 

T he new buildings of the Robert College 
in Istanbul constitute a remarkable new 
intervention within an old campus con
text. They are also among the very few 

significant new educational buildings in Turkey. 
The original buildings were completed 125 years ago 
for 350 female students. The change to co-educational 
use in 1971 necessitated three new buildings: the 
auditorium, the sports hall and the laboratory build
ing axially organized around inner open spaces. 

The main axis is made up of a series of steps and 
terraces running between the auditorium and the 
sports hall and leading to the main fa«ade of the lab
oratory building. A second axis perpendicular to the 
first one separates the laboratory from the two other 
blocks and consitutes an intimate pathway space 
connecting different units of the campus. 

The three blocks are two storey horizontal build
ings running parallel to the contours of a sloping land 
and the first merit of the architectural composition is 
its perfect integration to the site. The scale, the hori-
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Views if the new annexe. 



Elevation, showing integration if the 
new building with the old ones. 

Second floor plan 

First floor plan 

Ground floor plan 
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zontality and the modulation of the fac;ade -
especially for the first two blocks - realizes a subtle 
harmony with the undulation and beautiful old trees 
of the site. 

A second positive asset is the elegant interpret
ation achieved for the formal references made to the 
architecture of the old structures of the campus. 
Without repeating any direct stylistic feature , the 
general morphology, the axial composition and the 
overall syntax of the new addition establishes a 
refilled aesthetic relation with the neo-classical and 
sober architecture of the nineteenth century college 
buildings. 

Finally, the emphasis given to the central axis 
made of the steps, terraces, and an arcade flanked by 
two flat blocks and reflecting a somehow neo
baroque spirit realizes a clear architectural statement. 
The scale of the plane surfaces and arcaded elements 
as well as the central space they create are well 
balanced. 

The formal/aesthetic quality of this architecture is , 
by virtue to its moderated mannerism, its simplicity 
both in the outer volume and the open or inner 
spaces - which reflect a more modernistic sensitivity. 
Its contextual and referential impact merits special 
attention. 

A less positive assessment should be made for 
some formal motifS on the main fac;ade of the lab
oratory building which realize new stylistic allusions 
and remain alien to the sobriety and the formal disci
pline of the overall architectural expression. 

Atilla Yucel is an architect and professor of architectural design, 
teaching and practising in Istanbul. 
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Views if the entrance to the hall. 


